Ridgetop
Respite
Among the mountains and meadows of
northern Colorado, a couple’s seven-year
quest for the perfect timber home is realized.

By Adam Headley | Photography by David Patterson
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t’s called Skyhaven: 45 acres

fact, they had known it for some time

that ridge,” explains Mike, a research

of ridgeline, meadow and

before ground was broken on the

scientist and engineer, who named

mountain, where earth and

project. They’d drag a bench to the

his company Skyhaven Systems as

sky indeed merge in a harmo-

crest, take in the fabulous panoramic

an homage to the grandeur of these

nious union like nowhere else

views and mesmerizing sunsets while

surroundings. “The home is set pri-

ideas for a future home swirled in

marily to look west, with a panoramic

their minds.

360-degree view that runs toward the

in the world.
Mike and Lori Kimble knew

“We bought the land in 2014, and

they wanted to build the home of a
lifetime along that majestic ridge. In
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we knew that we wanted a home on
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Flat Top Mountains in the south, then
to the west where the sun sets before

Set atop a ridgeline, the Kimbles’ home enjoys panoramic views that
span several states. The exterior’s 10-by10-inch Douglas fir timbers
are accented by Montana Ghostwood siding and Montana Moose
Mountain stone, lending a rustic vibe that softens the facade.

The Kimbles chose wisely, enlisting

heading north toward Sleeping Giant

years looking for the right property

Mountain and Hahns Peak toward the

for us,” Mike confesses. “Then we

the talents of architect and design-

Colorado-Wyoming border.”

started thinking about design and

er Sarah Tiedeken and Steamboat

Skyhaven began to take shape

interviewing architects. There was a

Springs-based Vertical Arts. In turn,

in the days following the Kimbles’

lot of work to be done, and from the

Sarah consulted with her new clients,

acquisition of their tract in a develop-

time we bought the land to moving in

offered suggestions, put ideas into

ment near the resort town of Steam-

the week before Thanksgiving 2018,

practice and introduced Mike and Lori

boat Springs, Colorado. “I think Lori

the project covered about four and a

to local contractor Brian Heit of JSM

and I actually spent two or three

half years.”

Builders. Vision became reality as
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“The stone on the exterior patio carries through to the interior entry,
and you immediately see the stonework on the inside, while viewing
the exposed trusses right as you come in.”
– Brian Heit, JSM Builders

Montana Moose Mountain stone veneer contributes a driving force in the
overall aesthetic of the Kimble home, its palette of blues and chocolate
providing a grounding element for the entire design. In the entryway, its
warmth is enhanced by a reclaimed-wood door.
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The great room beckons family
and friends to linger for quiet
conversation before the grand
Montana Moose Mountain stone
fireplace. Striking trusswork
compels visitors to gaze upward,
taking in the full beauty of the
exceptional space. At right, large
windows present a panorama of
the meadows of Skyhaven and
the distant mountains beyond.
Automatic roller shades were
built into the window frames to
provide the benefits of blinds
without interrupting the view.
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The light fixtures throughout the home were the epitome of
understated elegance, almost transparent while performing
their function. Architect Sarah Tiedeken says the dining room’s
corner opening wall “truly screams indoor-outdoor living.”

the team worked to produce a master

pretty clear the sweeping, almost cliff-

Mike, “and we immediately went into

fusion of timber-rustic and modern-

like edge would make a perfect spot for

thinking about what we wanted. We

contemporary elements.

the house.”

decided on a large presence of wood,

The Kimbles conceived and main-

“We took a collaborative approach

rock, metal and glass — particularly

with the Kimbles,” remembers Sarah.

tained a vision for the project that

for the tremendous, expansive views

“During the first site walk with the

came together with splendid cooper-

to the west so we could take in the

team, we hiked up to the bench at the

ation, and the finished home was a

beautiful sunsets.”

top of the property. Over the years,

triumph of ideas steeped in authentic-

they had been using this gorgeous

ity. “We loved the concept of moun-

were lengthy, as the steepness of the

overlook for happy hours, and it was

tain-transitional home design,” says

lot required structural helical piers
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Preparations for the construction

The Kimbles’ custom kitchen features doors of reclaimed wood, custom-built wine racks
of wood and steel and a raised, eat-in breakfast counter. The design group opted to forgo
upper cabinets in order to emphasize the striking views from the food preparation area.
Countertops are custom granite, while Thermador appliances were chosen throughout.

to be drilled into the hillside to allow

“There was a lot of coordination among

the end of the day to celebrate one of

the house to essentially hang over the

us relating to the progress, going over

the most spectacular natural settings

edge of a sharply sloping portion of the

the schedule and procuring materials.

to be found.

ridge. A 900-foot driveway with an 80-

One of the keys for us was hitting cer-

foot elevation had to be cut to the top

tain milestones along the way.”

of the ridge as well.

Talent and teamwork produced

“We have five children, all grown,”
relates Mike. “They live elsewhere,
and we enjoy having them here. We

dazzling results; a haven where Mike

love get-togethers and dinner parties,

Sarah and Vertical Arts, and the Kim-

and Lori entertain family and friends,

and this home is an exceptional place

bles were wonderful clients. We were

spend hours of both work and leisure

to entertain. It’s a perfect environ-

excited to get involved,” remarks Brian.

in soothing surroundings and linger at

ment for both family and friends.”

“This was our first time to work with
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special
spaces
MIKE AND LORI’S

1

Located on the main level across a small bridge,
somewhat secluded from the kitchen and gathering
spaces, the master bedroom is complete with a foyer for
television viewing, a spacious library and a double-sided
fireplace. Exposed trusses present a bold design feature,
while generous natural light floods the space during the
day. 2 While dual outdoor patio spaces were created
on both sides of the home, the opportunity to sit comfortably and soak in the beautiful surroundings of northern
Colorado exists indoors as well. 3 The master bath,
with its private patio and slight elevation, evolved from
the couples’ idea of having something “woodsy,”
according to architect Sarah Tiedeken. Tiramisu
travertine tile is complemented by oil-rubbed bronze
fixtures to create a spa-like atmosphere in this light,
creamy space.
1

bedrooms and Mike’s man cave with

frame the finest of nature’s handiwork.

several spots where the splendor of

storage for equipment, tools, engineer-

And the entire scene is set against a

nature is apparent, effortlessly bringing

ing projects and a display area for the

brilliant blue sky.

the outdoor beauty of nature indoors.

collection of model airplanes he has

“The Kimbles’ home is a fantastic

A walk-through from the master bed-

assembled through the years. A two-

example of a modern timber-framed

room suite leads to a private hot tub

stall stable, home to horses Caro and

home,” says Sarah. “The combination

with another spectacular sunset-orient-

Donnie, is a short distance away from

of glass and structural timbers allows

ed view. Mike’s office includes plenty

the main house, along with feed and

the house to elegantly straddle the line

of large windows with mountain and

tack rooms and a paddock that opens

between rustic and contemporary. The

meadow vistas that stretch 270 degrees

to expansive pastureland beyond. An

end result is a light, airy house with

to the east, north and west. The cathe-

additional 2,000-square foot garage,

expansive views that still feels protect-

dral ceilings and panoramic windows

affectionately known as the “shed,”

ed against the elements.”

in the great room reveal spectacular

stands 30 yards from the main house

landscapes, extending as far as the eye

with space for three more cars, ATVs, a

in a single structure was no small feat.

can see.

horse trailer and other equipment.

Together with their capable associates,

That perfect environment includes

Nearby, a pond shimmers its morn-

A heated three-car garage is acces-

Blending such diverse components

the Kimbles took great care in crafting

sible on the main floor, while the lower

ing silver and afternoon gold. Mead-

their vision, bringing it home with

level includes a rec room, two guest

ows, mountain peaks and pastures

affection, discernment and flourish.
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From this vantage point, you can see the care that was taken to incorporate the timber frame home into its natural surroundings. The
design seems to grow organically from its spot on top of the world.
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